**Audirvana Plus, Kalliope setup:**

Go to the Audirvana Preference setup menu and change to the below settings:

1. **Remote control**
   - Use Apple IR Remote
   - Use keyboard media keys
   - for volume control

2. **Playlists**
   - Use UTF-8 character encoding for M3U playlists
   - Autostart playback when opened from outside
   - Reload last playlist at start
   - Use large font for playlist text

3. **Volume Control**
   - Mouse control axis: **Rotation**

4. **Application updates**
   - Automatically check for updates
   - Automatic download updates

5. **Misc.**
   - Prevent screen from going to sleep
2.

Important!

Choose the “Kalliope USB” option and
Native DSD Capability: “DSD over PCM standard 1.0”
3. Audirvana Preferences

Sample Rate Conversion

Converter: iZotope 64–bit SRC

Quality

Advanced parameters

Forced Upsampling:
- None
- Power of 2 oversampling only (2x, 4x, ...)
- Maximum sample rate upsampling
- Oversampling 2x only
- Custom

Some CPUs may not be able to perform sample rate conversion at best quality settings fast enough for realtime playback. This could result in pauses in playback. Note that changes will be effective only upon next playback start.

Audio Signal Polarity
- Invert globally
- Invert for tracks with INVERTPOLARITY comment

4. Audirvana Preferences

Volume control type:
- DAC only
- DAC if available, else software
- Software only

Max. volume level:

Note that changes will be effective only upon next playback start.
5. Close Audirvana Preferences.

Done.